PROTECT LANDLORDS FROM FINANCIAL RUIN

“We’re drowning.”1 “I’m broke. I’m eating from the food pantry.”2 “We are having everything cut out from beneath us.”3 While one may guess these are quotes from tenants struggling to pay their rent, these are actually quotes from small landlords who had to shoulder the burden of missed rental payments since the eviction moratorium was established in 2020 at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.

In response to the strain the pandemic put on renters and landlords, Congress appropriated more than $46 billion in aid through the Emergency Rental Assistance (ERA) programs, but only a small percentage of this aid has been disbursed.4 Despite obvious problems with the disbursement of ERA funds, numerous Democrats advocated for extending the moratorium again, even after the Supreme Court struck down the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) order halting evictions on August 3, 2021.5 Rather than exacerbating the burden on small landlords, Congress should address the mismanaged ERA programs, as Republicans have advocated for months, to distribute the previously-approved aid to those most in need.6

- **The eviction moratorium kept renters in homes while punishing millions of small landlords**
  - The CDC order halting rent payments did not erase the financial problems of the renters. Instead, it shifted the financial burden of months of missed rental payments to the landlords, who may then be unable to pay their mortgage, property taxes, or other expenses.
  - Despite public perception, nearly 20 million of America’s 48 million rental units are owned and managed by individuals rather than larger property owners, and more than half of back rent is owed to smaller landlords.7
  - As of early September 2021, about 8.2 million households are behind on rent, amounting to over $14 billion.8

- **The moratorium had numerous harmful ripple effects that hurt tenants.**
  - While the order temporarily prevented evictions, it was not a rent exemption. Renters will have to pay landlords back for any missed payments in addition to any fees, penalties, or interest that have accumulated due to these missed payments.
  - Many landlords have cited that without rental payments, they are unable to keep the rental properties in good or even safe condition for tenants, leaving them in a state of disrepair.9
  - Due to missed rental payments, landlords may raise rent on other tenants to recoup losses or fire employees who work at the rental properties if they lack the funds to pay them.10
  - Some landlords resorted to keeping properties vacant out of fear of a tenant not paying and being unable to cover expenses, which could lead to housing shortages.11

- **Little recourse has been given to landlords.**
  - The CDC order simply required tenants to attest that they cannot make rental payments without proof, allowing for tenants to miss rental payments even if they are able to pay them.12
  - While the ERA programs are intended to provide aid to renters and landlords, tenants with overdue rent must be willing to apply for funds or co-sign a landlord’s application, which landlords cite numerous tenants have refused to do while the eviction moratorium was still in place.13
Further, since the ERA program requires landlords in some states who accept even partial funds to not evict for a certain period of time, many landlords are forgoing accepting the aid, arguing that it prevents them from potentially removing problematic tenants. ¹⁴

POLICY SOLUTIONS

Rather than continuing to compound the pain on America’s renters and landlords, Congress should improve the existing ERA programs by ensuring the aid already allocated for renters is disbursed in a more efficient manner without exposing it to waste, fraud, and abuse. Further, funds should be targeted to paying off overdue rent owed to landlords, rather than forward looking rental assistance or other uses. Enacting H.R. 3913, the Renter Protection Act of 2021, would help accomplish these objectives. ¹⁵
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⁸ Last Month’s Payment Status for Renter-Occupied Housing Units. https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/household-pulse-survey/data.html#phase3.2 (accessed 9/24/21) and https://nationalequityatlas.org/rent-debt (accessed 9/24/21)